
2014 Q3  

WESU Public Issues Report 

 

Sunday: 

  

5-6am 

BBC World News 

International news coverage from the famous British news network. 

  

6-8am 

The Gospel Explosion with Derrick Jackson 

Playing Gospel music from all backgrounds including reggae, African, contemporary, soul and 

much more. Interviews, Prayer Request, Bible Trivia and Inspirational talk. 

  

8-10am 

Weekend Edition, Sunday with Rachel Martin from NPR             

World news plus special segments, including puzzles and special interviews. 

  

10-11:30am 

The Gospel Express with Pastor Marichal Monts 

A WESU tradition! Tune in each Sunday morning for hand clapping, foot stomping gospel music 

that will lift your soul and elevate your spirit to new heights. 

  

11:30-1pm  

The Cosmic Eye with Commander Aleon 



Dedicated to Lightworkers worldwide with Ashtar Command news, messages from off-planet, 

spaceship reports and ambient meditation music, plus Americana folk music songs about ET’s 

and UFO’s on a show that is out of this world. 

  

1-2:30pm 

Big Trucks and Heavy Equipment with Rosco on the Radio 

The Sunday morning wake up show for the late night folks. Hip-hop, jungle, calling heads out, 

truck talk. 

  

2:30-3:30pm 

The Fermata with DJ Semiquaver 

A themed show of classical selections throughout the ages. From Medieval and Renaissance 

Music to Modern Symphonic Works around the world, the show seeks to inspire and improve the 

mind with occasional guests and specialists providing greater context for some of these works 

and composers. 

  

3:30-5:30pm 

The Wax Museum Show with Jim ‘The Curator’ Santa Barbara 

Featuring popular and rare vocal group harmony (Doo-Wop) recordings from the 50’s and the 

early 60’s as well as new recordings by vintage artists and new artists that sing in the traditional 

vocal group style. 

  

5:30-6:30pm  

(1,3,5) The International Music Hour with Eloise 

Featuring Contemporary and Classic World Music, 60's/70's Rock 'n Roll, Some Country & 

Folk.  

(2,4) The Broadway Radio Hour with Billy Johnstone 



Come on along and listen to the lullabies (and the hottest up-tempos) of Broadway from 

memorable classics to last night’s curtain.  Including interviews with some of Broadway's best as 

well as a local spotlight on community productions. 

  

6:30-8pm 

(1,3,5) The Work & Playlist with Life Coach Stacey Zackin 

A medley of Tunes & Talk on a weekly topic that Informs & Inspires. 

(2,4) The Light Fandango with Leith 

Music mainly of the 1960s and '70s across the genres. 

  

8-9:30pm  

Dead Air with Uncle John 

Grateful Dead and related... Featuring live recordings, rare unreleased material, interviews & 

more. 

  

9:30-11:30pm 

The Psychedelicatessen with Rick 

A mind trip through the musical vaults of NYC, San Francisco, London, Tokyo, Rio and beyond. 

FM Radio the way it used to be. 

  

11:30-1pm 

The Jazz Hut with DJ Heavy G! 

An exploration of new jazz releases, recent re-issues, and live recordings. 

  

1-4am 



Late Night Concert Series 

Featuring live recordings of concerts in their entirety from a wide range of musical genres. 

  

  

Monday: 

  

4-5am 

BBC World News 

International news coverage from the famous British news network. 

  

5-10am 

Morning Edition from National Public Radio 

Up-to-the-minute news, background analysis, and coverage of arts and sports. 

  

10-12pm  

The Diane Rehm Show from National Public Radio 

For more than 25 years, The Diane Rehm Show has offered listeners thoughtful and lively 

conversations on an array of topics with many of the most distinguished  

people of our times. 

  

12-1pm 

Democracy Now! from Pacifica 

The War and Peace Report provides its audience with access to people and perspectives rarely 

heard in the U.S. media, including journalists, grassroots leaders, activists, artists, academics and 



ordinary people from around the world of topics with many of the most distinguished people of 

our times. 

  

1-1:30pm  

TUC Radio with Maria Gilardin from Pacifica 

"Time of Useful Consciousness" Telling the untold story of the impact of big corporations on 

society. 

  

1:30-2pm 

New Focus with Mike DeRosa 

Alternative news and views on national and local issues presented by hard-hitting reporter Mike 

DeRosa. 

  

2-3pm  

First Voices with Tiokasin Ghosthorse from Pacifica 

Our purpose is to help ensure the continuance and survival of Indigenous cultures and Nations by 

letting the People tell their own story, in their own words, and often in their own languages and 

ways of speaking with as little outside interference and interruption as possible. 

  

3-4pm 

The Take Away with John Hockenberry from NPR 

A live daily alternative news program featuring critical conversations, reports from the field, and 

listener participation.  

  

4-4:55pm 

The Bauer Hour with Dave Bauer 

As the Mainstream Media converges to one “serious” voice, the Bauer Hour remains a calm 

conversation about how the issues of the world, the nation, and the state affect our community. 



  

4:55-5:05pm 

The Jive At Five 

A daily community calendar and rundown of WESU's evening programming. 

  

5:05-6pm 

Afternoon Jazz with Charles Henry 

From classic bop to smooth contemporary sounds. A well-rounded jazz show for true jazz heads. 

  

6-8pm 

75% Folk with Michael Benson 

A serving of contemporary folk and acoustic music with side orders of blues, jazz, world, pop, 

movie soundtracks, readings and occasional live interviews. Bring a big plate. 

  

8-9:30pm 

(1,3,5) Rumpus Room with Lord Lewis 

The best in vintage and contemporary heavy funk, soul, club jazz, reggae, ska, afro and Latin 

dance floor grooves. Pure Dynamite Mojo Explosion! 

(2,4) Unfocused Folk with Chip Austin 

Americana music from Nashville and around the country including Folk, acoustic Country and 

roots-Rock from both emerging and veteran artists. Plus, interviews with performers and 

songwriters.  

  

9:30-11:30pm 

Aargh! with Tom 



Stoner Cosmic Doom Psychedelia Avant Guarde Noise 

  

11:30-2am 

Space Music for Summer with Cadet Q 

Space music explores the outer reaches of the Universe. This side of Sane, but the other side of 

music. Join in with Cadet Q. 

  

2-2:30am 

Bassment Beats with DJ LOKASH from Pacifica 

Celebrating its 10th year of bringing you the latest in aboveground & underground hip-hop mixed 

live. 

  

2:30-3am 

New World Show with DJ LOKASH from Pacifica 

The best in Global Bass mixed live. Baila coño! 

  

3-4am 

The Graveyard Shift with DJ Otto Nation 

An eclectic mix of music from the WESU library. 

  

Tuesday: 

  

4-5am 

BBC World News 



International news coverage from the famous British news network. 

  

5-10am 

Morning Edition from National Public Radio 

Up-to-the-minute news, background analysis, and coverage of arts and sports. 

  

10-12am  

The Diane Rehm Show from National Public Radio 

For more than 25 years, The Diane Rehm Show has offered listeners thoughtful and lively 

conversations on an array of topics with many of the most distinguished people of our times. 

  

12-1pm 

Democracy Now! from Pacifica 

The War and Peace Report provides its audience with access to people and perspectives rarely 

heard in the U.S. media, including journalists, grassroots leaders, activists, artists, academics and 

ordinary people from around the world of topics with many of the most distinguished people of 

our times. 

  

1-1:30pm 

Food Sleuth Radio with Melinda Hemmelgarn 

Helping people think beyond their plates. Critical Thinking for Food System Literacy. 

  

1:30-2pm 

Between The Lines  

Providing a platform for individuals from progressive organizations ignored by the mainstream 

media. 



  

2-2:30pm 

9/11 Wake Up Call with Cheryl 

A show that explores the many unanswered questions surrounding 9/11 that the corporate media 

ignores. You’ll hear speeches and interviews by key figures in the 9/11 Truth Movement and be 

kept informed of the latest developments, books, films and events. 

  

2:30-3pm 

Shortwave Report with Dan Roberts from Pacifica   

A weekly review of news stories from around the world recorded from a shortwave radio. Times 

and frequencies for English-language programs are also included to encourage you to listen on 

your own. It's easy! 

  

3-4pm 

The Take Away with John Hockenberry from NPR 

A live daily alternative news program featuring critical conversations, reports from the field, and 

listener participation.  

  

4-4:55pm 

(1,3,5) Reasonably Catholic: Keeping The Faith with Maria Johnson 

A thoughtful discussion of progressive issues of faith and action, with interviews, features, book 

reviews, news and commentary. 

(2,4) Spirit in Action 

Brings you stories of people living lives of fruitful service, of peace, community, compassion, 

creative action and progressive efforts. 

  

4:55-5:05pm 

The Jive At Five 



A daily community calendar and rundown of WESU’s evening programming. 

  

5:05-6pm 

Explorers’ Hour with Pickup Sticks 

This show will take you places that you’ve never been before!  Venture into the infinity of the 

unknown via a synthesis of science, spoken word, and a lot of popular music. 

  

6-8pm 

Acoustic Blender with Bill Revill 

An eclectic selection of Americana, country, folk, folk-rock, bluegrass, acoustic, blues, Celtic, 

old-time, singer-songwriter and other music that has a roots influence. 

  

8-9pm 

The Voice of the CITY with J-Cherry 

Join J-Cherry and the Strawberries for live and local Connecticut arts and music at its best. A 

weekly show featuring the areas finest artists and musicians of every genre. 

  

9-11pm 

Wonderland with DJ Cheshire Cat 

I've got a song in my heart, a chemical imbalance in my head and a musical library at my fingers. 

From krautrock to post-rock, grunge to garage, novelty to New Romantic, punk to prog, 

Wonderland has a place for it. 

  

11-12:30am 

Stage Presence with J-Rock 



Put your hands together in applause for some of the greatest musical performances ever captured 

on recording. From Led Zeppelin to John Coltrane, Bob Dylan to Victor Wooten, even YoYo Ma 

to Daft Punk, Stage Presence has a place for all live musical performance. Tune in and get 

excited; no tickets required for this free show. 

  

12:30-2am 

Calypso, Soca and Pan with DJ trinimike 

The inventions of Trinidad and Tobago.  Calypso and Soca music and the only musical 

instrument invented in the 20th-century: the Steel Pan.  All for Carnival.  A celebration with 

happy humorous and political music. 

  

2-3am 

RootsWorld Radio with Cliff Furnald 

RootsWorld radio takes you on a tour across borders and genres, introducing you to music from 

far flung places and sometimes from right in your own backyard. 

  

3-4am 

The Graveyard Shift with DJ Otto Nation 

An eclectic mix of music from the WESU library. 

  

  

Wednesday: 

  

4-5am 

BBC World News 

International news coverage from the famous British news network. 



  

5-10am 

Morning Edition from National Public Radio 

Up-to-the-minute news, background analysis, and coverage of arts and sports. 

  

10-12am  

The Diane Rehm Show from National Public Radio 

For more than 25 years, The Diane Rehm Show has offered listeners thoughtful and lively 

conversations on an array of topics with many of the most distinguished people of our times. 

  

12-1pm 

Democracy Now! from Pacifica 

The War and Peace Report provides its audience with access to people and perspectives rarely 

heard in the U.S. media, including journalists, grassroots leaders, activists, artists, academics and 

ordinary people from around the world of topics with many of the most distinguished people of 

our times. 

  

1-1:30pm 

Making Contact from The National Radio Project 

Providing critical analysis that goes beyond the breaking news, emphasizing positive and 

creative ways to solve local and global problems. 

  

1:30-2pm 

Sprouts Radio from the Grassroots 

Featuring radio content from national and local grassroots community radio stations and other 

independent production groups. 



  

2-2:30pm 

This Way Out from Pacifica 

An award-winning radio magazine focusing on LGBT issues, including news, interviews, music 

and more. 

  

2:30-3pm 

Women’s International News Gathering Service (WINGS) from Pacifica 

A news and current affairs series featuring strong women’s voices and ideas from around the 

world. 

  

3-4pm 

The Take Away with John Hockenberry from NPR 

A live daily alternative news program featuring critical conversations, reports from the field, and 

listener participation.  

  

4-4:30 

Living Naturally with Jim and Rosemary 

The latest developments in natural nutrition, alternative medicine, natural therapies, organic 

gardening, alternative energy and more. 

  

4:30-4:55pm 

Conversations on Health Care from the Community Health Center 

Co-hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter utilize their four decades of experience in 

overcoming the barriers that block access to health care to explore opportunities for reform and 

innovation in the system. 

  



4:55-5:05pm 

The Jive At Five 

A daily community calendar and rundown of WESU’s evening programming. 

  

5:05-6pm 

The Rockabilly Willy Memorial Show 

  

6-6:30 

Mind Matters with Helen Evrard, M.D. 

The show provides information and guest interviews on issues concerning mental illness (brain 

disease). The focus is exploring holistic therapies and stories of individual achievement. 

  

6:30-8pm 

Fusion Radio with James Fusion 

Techno from around the globe mixed live since 1992. It's a vinyl world! 

  

8-9:30pm 

The Warehouse with Mike Nyce 

The best of underground house music, mixed live for your listening pleasure. 

  

9:30-11pm 

(1,3,5) The Vault with DJ Anton Banks 

On the air since 1996! Anton presents listeners with the very latest in hard techno, minimal, tech-

house, and leftfield mixed live each week. The program regularly features exclusive music and 

mix sets from international producers and DJs. 



(2,4) N.E. Tempo with DJ Berk 

Serious turntablism - Dubstep, DnB, techno, ragga jungle, breakbeats mixed live. 

  

11pm-12:30am  

75 Years Of… 

For 75 years, WESU has broadcast underground music and under-represented genres.  During 

our 75th Anniversary, this program will feature a different genre or theme each month, with 

songs chosen by our listeners and staff! 

  

12:30-1:30am 

Sussurus with DJ LN 

Tune in for grunge, rock, folk, and other whisperings of daydreaming music in the nighttime. 

  

1:30-2:30am 

Maximum Rock and Roll Radio 

A weekly radio show featuring the best DIY punk, garage rock, and hardcore from the 

astounding, ever-growing Maximum Rocknroll record collection. 

  

2:30-4am 

The Graveyard Shift with DJ Otto Nation 

An eclectic mix of music from the WESU library. 

  

  

Thursday: 

  



4-5am 

BBC World News 

International news coverage from the famous British news network. 

  

5-10am 

Morning Edition from National Public Radio 

Up-to-the-minute news, background analysis, and coverage of arts and sports. 

  

10-12am  

The Diane Rehm Show from National Public Radio 

For more than 25 years, The Diane Rehm Show has offered listeners thoughtful and lively 

conversations on an array of topics with many of the most distinguished people of our times. 

  

12-1pm 

Democracy Now! from Pacifica 

The War and Peace Report provides its audience with access to people and perspectives rarely 

heard in the U.S. media, including journalists, grassroots leaders, activists, artists, academics and 

ordinary people from around the world of topics with many of the most distinguished people of 

our times. 

  

1-2pm  

Alternative Radio with Dave Barsamian 

Audio Energy for Democracy. Bringing the voices of our world's leading progressive figures to 

the airwaves. 

  

2-3pm 



Radio EcoShock 

Environment radio with news, interviews, music, nature audio clips. 

  

3-4pm 

The Take Away with John Hockenberry from NPR 

A live daily alternative news program featuring critical conversations, reports from the field, and 

listener participation.  

  

4-4:55pm 

River Valley Rhythms with Stephan Allison 

River Valley Rhythms, where you can expect to hear from the region's artists, promoters, 

presenters, and arts organizations in a conversational setting along with occasional commentary 

and recorded music. 

  

4:55-5:05 

The Jive At Five 

A daily community calendar and rundown of WESU’s evening programming. 

  

5:05-6:30pm  

Homegrown with Rob DeRosa 

Voted #2 Radio Show – Hartford Advocate “Best Of” Poll 2013 

The best crop of Connecticut-connected music presented for a global audience. 

  

6:30-8:00pm 

Imagine with Karen Stein 



Peace through music! I'll play mostly world music, blended with music from the US and music 

from down the road. Music that I love that I want to share with WESU listeners.  

8:00-10pm 

Evening Jazz with Bill Denert 

Where hearing is the best experience. A broad range of swing, be-bop, and avant garde as well as 

a sprinkling of new releases. 

  

10-11:30pm 

(1,3,5) Underdogs Edge with DJ Malik1Fam 

The Underdogs Edge will feature local hip hop artists across the region with tracks from 

mainstream artists normally not played on the radio. 

(2,4) Multifarious with DJ Bard and DJ Sunny D 

Brief segments of music constantly interrupted by the hosts debating who has better taste in 

music. 

  

11:30-1am 

Radio Obscura with Joe McCarthy and Pete 

Looking at the arts and culture through an abstract prism. Radio Obscura aims to replace the tiny 

voice inside your head with new better voices.  

1-3am 

Dr. Pitkow and the Waste of Time with Jake Pitkow 

No talk. No jokes. You're getting 60 minutes (ok, 53 with breaks) of eclectic delights, but here's 

the twist: every week's playlist will form a story based on a theme which is both specific and 

universal. 

3-4am 

The Graveyard Shift with DJ Otto Nation 

An eclectic mix of music from the WESU library. 



  

  

Friday: 

  

4-5am 

BBC World News 

International news coverage from the famous British news network. 

  

5-10am 

Morning Edition from National Public Radio 

Up-to-the-minute news, background analysis, and coverage of arts and sports. 

  

10-12am  

The Diane Rehm Show from National Public Radio 

For more than 25 years, The Diane Rehm Show has offered listeners thoughtful and lively 

conversations on an array of topics with many of the most distinguished people of our times. 

  

12-1pm 

Democracy Now! from Pacifica 

The War and Peace Report provides its audience with access to people and perspectives rarely 

heard in the U.S. media, including journalists, grassroots leaders, activists, artists, academics and 

ordinary people from around the world of topics with many of the most distinguished people of 

our times. 

  

1-1:30pm 



Welcome Back with Ben Michael 

Join us to meet some of the contributors to the rich 75 year legacy of WESU. Some are famous, 

some are not. Tune in to hear their stories! 

  

1:30-2pm 

Spoiler Alert Radio 

  

2-3pm 

Exploration in Science from Pacifica with Dr. Michio Kaku 

Topics include black holes, time travel, higher dimensions, string theory, wormholes, search for 

extraterrestrial life, dark matter and dark energy, the future of space travel, genetic engineering, 

the aging process, the future of medicine, and much more! 

  

3-4pm 

Science Friday 

Science Friday is your trusted source for news and entertaining stories about science. 

  

4-4:55pm 

The Business Buzz with Jeffery Sherman 

Bringing together regional business leaders who are at the forefront of technology and business, 

and compelling stories sure to interest both business people and average listeners alike! 

  

4:55-5:05pm 

The Jive At Five 

A daily community calendar and rundown of WESU’s evening programming. 



  

5:05-6:30pm 

Chocolate Cake with DJ Rob 

An hour-long musical sugar high.  Power-pop plus Brit-pop and singer/songwriters from the 60’s 

to today. 

  

6:30-7pm 

Storyland / Earth Out Loud  

Storyland is a monthly half hour show for children ages 5-11. Every show features a story read 

with sound effects and music, a puzzle, and a youth segment where one or more kids read their 

own stories. 

 Earth Out Loud is where kids and adults share stories about our local habitat: who lives in it, 

what grows in it, and how we can keep it healthy. Earth Out Loud is a program of Wesleyan 

University's College of the Environment. Check out stories, activities and more at at 

www.wesleyan.edu/earthoutloud 

 

7-8:30pm 

Universal Sound Wave with Sista Queen T 

Informing listeners about local and global issues with health, nutrition, and stress reduction tips, 

featuring a wide range of music including African, reggae, gospel, R&B, Latin, and blues. 

  

8:30-10:30pm 

From The Otherside with Rok-A-Dee 

The Voice of Hartford, including local artists that from Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts 

and Rhode Island. Also features upcoming artists performing Caribbean R & B, Soca and 

International music. 

  

10:30-12am 

http://www.wesleyan.edu/earthoutloud


In The Master Bedroom, Under The Bed with Dope Dave 

Celebrating conscious hip-hop and its offshoots & influences. Acrobatic emcees and down-

tempo poets mix it up over varied oceans of sound. 

  

12-4am 

OVERDRIVE with Clarence Scott and Shantay Scott 

OVERDRIVE takes the word of God and mixes it with the music of God then shifts it into 

overdrive! Praising God with the best Urban Contemporary, Hip Hop, and Traditional gospel 

music on the planet! 

  

4-5am 

Sing Out! Radio Magazine with Tom Druckenmiller  

A weekly, hour-long “magazine format” program, featuring interviews in addition to “live” and 

recorded traditional folk musics. 

  

  

Saturday: 

  

5-6am 

BBC World News 

  

6-7am 

The Celtic Café with Pat Laffan and Mark Gallagher 

Presenting traditional and contemporary music with a Celtic connection. 

  

7-8am 



Caffè Italia 

A weekly roundup of news, music and memories from Italy with the former host of WESU's own 

WESParla. 

  

8-10am 

Weekend Edition, Saturday with Scott Simon from National Public Radio  

Covering hard news, a wide variety of news makers , and cultural stories. 

  

10-11am 

Car Talk 

The Tappet brothers - sometimes helpful and always hysterical - answer their callers' questions 

about car trouble, crack jokes and announce a weekly puzzler. 

  

11am-1pm 

Moondog Matinee with Larry, Big Al Your Rock n’ Roll Pal, and Moondog Mike 

A CT radio institution, featuring classic and obscure songs from the golden years of rock 'n roll 

no longer heard on commercial radio. 

  

1-3pm 

Avanti Tutta with Francaccio di Roma 

Serving the Central CT Italian-American community for over 15 years, providing the best in 

Italian pop music and news from Italy. 

  

3-4:30pm 

Total Praise with Minister Latrecia 



Your contemporary Gospel music connection! A diverse and inspirational blend of music to 

uplift your spirits! 

  

4:30-6:30pm 

The Reggae Exclusive with DJ Derrick 

Nothing but pure niceness in the place, A mix of old and new culture, lovers rock, and rub a dub 

reggae plus interviews and more. 

  

6:30-8:30pm 

The Reggae Rock with Mikey Chong 

Caribbean music at its best. Traditional and contemporary Roots Reggae and Lover’s Rock, 

Spliced with a bit of Dance Hall and Caribbean sports and news commentary. 

  

8:30-10pm 

Reggae Voyage with Madman Donovan 

 Seeking to educate, entertain and inform the public about the rich heritage and culture of reggae 

music and its entertainers. 

  

10-11:30pm  

Transmission 28 Dayze LTR with DJ Sabotage and Oxhead Magoo 

Thunder-ground Hip Hop and interviews. 

  

11:30pm-1:30am 

Classik Az with Az 

Vibe with AZ, living room style. Hip Hop, Poetry, Classic conversations, crate diggin' and film 

clips 



  

1:30-3am 

The I Do Not Know Show with C.C. Arshagra 

The most experimental radio show in the world now words now!  A poetry/word/music/ideal of 

humanity fused radio show concept.  Are we human?! 

  

3-5am 

Interstellar Underdrive with Uncle John 

Take a trip into deep space with Uncle John as he delivers ambient, chill, minimal dub, 

downtempo and more... Are you ready? 

 


